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THE CHERN-SCHWARTZ-MACPHERSON CLASS OF 

GENERIC DETERMINANTAL VARIETIES 

TERENCE GAFFNEY, NIVALDO G. GRULHA JR. AND MARIA A. S. RUAS 

ABSTRACT. This is an expository work, based on a talk given by the 
second author at the RIMS conference 2018, on results of [8] about 
the computation of the local Euler obstruction of generic determinantal 
varieties and applications of this result to compute the Chern-Schwartz-
MacPherson class of such varieties. 

INTRODUCTION 

In [17] MacPherson proved the existence and uniqueness of Chern classes 
for possibly singular complex algebraic varieties. The local Euler obstruc-

tion, defined by MacPherson in that paper, was one of the main ingredients 

in his proof. 

In order to understand these ideas better, some authors worked on some 

more specific situations. For example, in the special case of toric surfaces, 

an interesting formula for the Euler obstruction was proved by Gonzalez-

Sprinberg [10], this formula was generalized by Matsui and Takeuchi for 
1 . norma tonc varieties [18]. 

A natural class of singular varieties to investigate the local Euler obstruc-

tion and the generalizations of the characteristic classes is the class of generic 

determinantal varieties (Def. 1.10). Roughly speaking, generic determinan-
tal varieties are sets of matrices with a given upper bound on their ranks. 

Their significance comes, for instance, from the fact that many examples 

in algebraic geometry are of this type, such as the Segre embedding of a 

product of two projective spaces. Independently, in recent work [25], Zhang 
computed the Chern-Mather-MacPherson Class of projectivized determi-

nantal varieties, in terms of the trace of certain matrices associated with the 

push forward of the MacPherson-Schwartz class of the Tjurina transform of 

the singularity. 

In [8] we prove a surprising formula that allow us to compute the local 

Euler obstruction of generic determinantal varieties using only Newton bino-

mials. Using this formula we also compute the Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson 

classes of such varieties. This results is presented in sequel. 
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1. THE CHERN-SCHWARTZ-MACPHERSON CLASS OF GENERIC 

DETERMINANTAL VARIETIES 

In [17] MacPherson proved the existence and uniqueness of Chern classes 

for possibly singular complex algebraic varieties, which was conjectured ear-

lier by Deligne and Grothendieck. These are homology classes which for 

nonsingular varieties are the Poincare duals of the usual Chern classes. Some 

time later, Brasselet and Schwartz proved in [4], using Alexander's duality 

that the Schwartz class, stated before the Deligne-Grothendieck conjecture, 

coincides with MacPherson's class, and therefore this class is called the 

Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson class. 

In his proof, MacPherson used the language of constructible sets and 

functions. A constructible set in an algebraic variety is one obtained from 

the subvarieties by finitely many of the usual set-theoretic operations. A 

constructible function on a variety is one for which the variety has a finite 

partition into constructible sets such that the function is constant on each 

set. MacPherson proved the following result. 

Proposition 1.1 ([17, Prop. 1]). There is a unique covariant functor F 

from compact complex algebraic varieties to the abelian group whose value 

on a variety is the group of constructible functions from that variety to the 

integers and whose value f * on a map f satisfies 

f*(lw)(p) = xU―1(p) n W), 

where l w is the function that is identically one on the subvariety W and 

zero elsewhere, and where x denotes the topological Euler characteristic. 

Theorem 1 of [17] is the main result of that paper. As we mentioned 

before, the result was conjectured by Deligne and Grothendieck and we 

write it below. 

Theorem 1.2. There exist a natural transformation from the functor F 

to homology which, on a nonsingular variety X, assigns to the constant 

function lx the Poincare dual of the total Chern class of X. 
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In other words, the theorem asserts that we can assign to any constructible 

function a on a compact complex algebraic variety X an elementら (a)of 

止 (X)satisfying the following three conditions: 

(1) f凸 (a)=c*f*(a) 
(2)ら (a+/3) =ら(a)+ら (/3)
(3)ら (lx)= Dual c(X) if X smooth. 

As mentioned in [17], this is exactly Deligne's definition of the total Chern 
class of any compact variety X; the total Chern class is c* applied to the 

constant function lx on X. The compactness restriction may be dropped 
with minor modifications of the proof if all maps are taken to be proper and 

Borel-Moore homology (homology with locally finite supports) is used. 

Let us now introduce some objects in order to define the Chern-Schwartz-

MacPherson class. For more details on these concepts we suggest [3, 4, 15, 

17]. 
Suppose X is a representative of ad-dimensional analytic germ (X, 0) C 

(C叫0),such that X C U, where U is an open subset of(['. 匹 LetG(d, n) 

denote the Grassmannian of complex d-planes in(['. 匹 Onthe regular part 

Xreg of X the Gauss map¢: Xreg→ U x G(d, n) is well defined byの(x)= 

(x, Tx(Xreg)). 

Definition 1.3. The Nash transformation (or Nash blow up) of X denoted 

by N(X) is the closure of the image Im(¢) in U x G(d, n). It is a (usually 

singular) complex analytic space endowed with an analytic projection map 

V: N(X)→ X which is biholomorphic away from戸 (Sing(X)).

The fiber of the tautological bundle T over G(d, n), at point PE  G(d, n), 

is the set of vectors v in the d-plane P. We still denote by T the correspond-
ing trivial extension bundle over U x G(d, n). Let N(T) be the restriction 

of T to N(X), with projection map 71". The bundle N(T) on N(X) is called 
the Nash bundle of X. 

An element of N(T) is written (x, P, v) where x E U, P is a d-plane in 

en based at x and vis a vector in P. We have the following diagram: 

N(T) → 
7r↓ 

N(X) <-+ 
v↓ 
X <-+ 

、
ヽ
~

n
 ↓

u
 

仇

T
↓

G
 

x
 

u
 

Mather has defined an extension of Chern classes to singular varieties by 

the formula 

ccM(X) = v* Dualc(N(T)), 

where c(N(T)) denotes the total Chern class in cohomology of the Nash 

bundle, the D叫 denotesthe Poincare duality map defined by capping with 

the fundamental (orientation) homology class. 

An algebraic cycle on a variety X is a finite formal linear sum区叫ふl
where the ni are integers and the Xi are irreducible subvarieties of X. We 
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may define ccM on any algebraic cycle of X by 

ccM(L叫Xi])=L 叩 CM(Xふ

where by abuse of notation we denote incli*CcM(ふ） by ccM(Xi)-
An important object introduced by MacPherson in his work is the local 

Euler obstruction. This invariant was deeply investigated by many authors, 

and for an overview about it see [2]. Brasselet and Schwartz presented in 

[4] an alternative definition for the local Euler obstruction using stratified 

vector fields. 

Definition 1.4. Let us denote by TUlx the restriction to X of the tangent 

bundle of U. A stratified vector field v on X means a continuous section of 

TUlx such that if x E Van X then v(x) E Tx(Va)-

By Whitney condition (a) one has the following: 

Lemma 1.5 (See [4]). Every stratified vector field v nowhere zero on a 

subset A C X has a canonical lifting as a nowhere zero section ii of the 

Nash bundle N(T) over v―1(A) C N(X). 

Now consider a stratified radial vector field v(x) in a neighborhood of 

{ 0} in X, i.e., there is co such that for every O < c ::; co, v (x) is pointing 

outwards the ball Bc over the boundary Sc := 8Bc・

The following interpretation of the local Euler obstruction has been given 

by Brasselet and Schwartz in [4]. 

Definition 1.6. Let v be a radial vector field on X n Sc and ii the lifting of 

v on v―1(X n Sc) to a section of the Nash bundle. 

The local Euler obstruction (or simply the Euler obstruction), denoted by 

Euo(X), is defined to be the obstruction to extending ii as a nowhere zero 

section of N(T) over v―1(X n Bc)-

More precisely, let 

叩） E茫 (v―1(Xn Bc), V―1(X n Sc);Z) 

be the obstruction cocycle to extending ii as a nowhere zero section of T 
inside v―1(X n Bc). The Euler obstruction Eu0(X) is defined as the eval-

uation of the cocycle O(ii) on the fundamental class of the topological pair 
(v―1(X n Bc), V―1(X n Sc)). 

Note that if O E X is a smooth point we have Eu0(X) = 1, but the 

converse is false, this was first observed by Piene in [19] (Example, pp. 

28-29). 

In this paper we use an interesting formula for the local Euler obstruction 

due to Brasselet, Le and Seade, that shows that the Euler obstruction, as a 

constructible function, satisfies the Euler condition relative to generic linear 

forms. 

Theorem 1. 7 ([3, Theo. 3.1]). Let (X, 0) c (en, 0) be an equidimensional 

reduced complex analytic germ of dimension d. Let us consider X c U c en 
a sufficiently small representative of the germ, where U is an open subset of 
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en. We consider a complex analytic Whitney stratification V = {¼} of U 

adapted to X and we assume that {O} is a 0-dimensional stratum. We also 

assume that O belongs to the closure of all the strata. Then for each generic 

linear form l, there is co such that for any c with O < c < co and 8 cJ 0 

sufficiently small, the Euler obstruction of (X, 0) is equal to: 
q 

Euo(X) =区x(¼nBc:nz―1(8))・Euv;(X), 
z=l 

where Euv, (X) is the value of the Euler obstruction of X at any point of 

¼, i = 1, ... , q, and O < 181≪c≪1, where x denotes the topological Euler 
characteristic. 

With the aid of Gonzalez-Sprinberg's purely algebraic interpretation of 

the local Euler obstruction ([11]), Le and Teissier in [15] showed that the 
local Euler obstruction is an alternating sum of the multiplicities of the local 

polar varieties. This is an important formula for computing the local Euler 

obstruction, and we use it in this paper. 

Theorem 1.8 ([15, Cor. 5.1.4]). Let (X, 0) c (Cn+l, 0) be the germ of an 

equidimensional reduced analytic space of dimension d. Then 

d-1 

Euo(X) = L(ー l)d-i-lmd-i-1(X, 0), 

z=O 

where mi(X, 0) is the polar multiplicity of the local polar varieties Pi(X, 0). 

The local polar variety Pi(X, 0) is the local version of the global polar 

variety Pi(X). 

Using the local Euler obstruction, MacPherson defined a map T from the 

algebraic cycles on X to the constructible functions on X by 

T(Lnふ）(p) = L叫加（ふ）．

And he proved that (Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 of [1 7]): 

Theorem 1.9. T is a well-defined isomorphism from the group of algebraic 

cycles to the group of constructible functions and that ccMい (lx)satisfies 

the requirements for c* in the Deligne-Grothendieck conjecture. 

In this section we prove a formula to compute the local Euler obstruction 

of a generic determinantal variety, and applying MacPherson's definition, 

we find the Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson class of this variety. 

First, let us recall the definition of the generic determinantal variety. 

Definition 1.10. Let n,k,s E Z, n~1, k~0 and Mat(n,n+k)(C) be the 
set of all n x (n + k) matrices with complex entries, ゞ CMat(n,n+k)(C) the 

subset formed by matrices that have rank less than s, with 1 ::::; s ::::; n. The 

set匹 iscalled the generic determinantal variety. 

Remark 1.11. The following properties of the generic determinantal vari-

eties are fundamental in this work. 

(1)~s is an irreducible singular algebraic variety. 
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(2) The codimension ofI.:8 in the ambient space is (n-s+l)(n+k-s+l). 

(3) The singular set ofゞ isexactly I.:s-l. 

(4) The stratification ofゞ givenby図＼刃t-l}, with lさt:::; s is locally 

analytically trivial and hence it is a Whitney stratification of口

As references for these topics we recommend, chapter 2, section 2, of [1] 

and the book [5]. 

Remark 1.12. Every element ofMat(n,n+k)(C) can be seen as a linear map 

from en to cn+k, or from cn+k to C叫 thenwe will also refer to the space 

of matrices as Hom(C叫cn+k)or Hom(cn+k, C門．

The next result is a very important in this paper. To state it let us 

fix some notations. Let x denote the reduced Euler characteristic, that is 
冗=x -l, where x denotes the topological Euler characteristic. 

Let us also recall the notion of normal slice this notion is related to the 

complex link and normal Morse datum. The complex link is an important 

object in the study of the topology of complex analytic sets. It is analogous 

to the Milnor fibre and was studied first in [13]. It plays a crucial role in 

complex stratified Morse theory (see [9]) and appears in general bouquet 

theorems for the Milnor fibre of a function with isolated singularity (see 

[14, 21, 24]). It is related to the multiplicity of polar varieties and also to 

the local Euler obstruction (see [15, 16]). 

Definition 1.13. Let V be a stratum of a Whitney stratification of X, a 

small representative of the analytic germ (X, 0) C (C叫0),and x be a point in 

V. We call Na  normal slice to Vat x, if N is a closed complex submanifold 

of en which is transversal to V at X and N n V = { X}. 

Proposition 1.14 ([7, Prop. 3]). Let£: Hom(C叫cn+k)→C be a generic 

linear form. Then, for sさn,one has 

訳 n戸(1))=(-1)8(:=n-
In order to find the Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson class of a generic de-

terminantal variety, first we calculate its local Euler obstruction to apply 

MacPherson's result. 

Theorem 1.15. Let匹 cHom(Cn, cn+k) be a generic determinantal va'ri— 

ety defined as above, we have 

e(s,n) = C: 1), 

for l~s~n. 

Remark 1.16. The last result has a pretty accompanying graphic. For this 

pa汎， fixk E z+, k~l, and for i E z+, 1~i~n + l, let us denote 

~• C Hom(n, n + k) by喜
On the one hand we have a triangle of spaces and maps. In the apex of the 

triangle (row zero) we have OE Hom(<C0, <Cり.Row l is O E Hom(<C1, <Cい1)
and Hom(<C1, <ek+l). We have maps from the element in row O to each 
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element in row 1 given by the inclusions of (Ck to (Cい1,and projection of 
C1 to c0. Row 2 is I:1 = {O} E Hom(C汽(Ck+2),炉 cHom(C汽(Ck+2),and 

Hom(C汽(Ck+2).

Again there are maps given by projection and inclusion from elements of 

row 1 into adjacent pairs of elements of row 2. Then row n consists of the 

spaces I:~C Hom(C叫cn+k),1 :s; i :s; n + 1, with maps from the previous 

row to adjacent pairs of elements of this row. The other triangle is Pascal's 

triangle. Then our theorem says that the local Euler obstruction takes the 

triangle of spaces to Pascal's triangle. 
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FIGURE 1. Triangles 

Remark 1.17. The Euler obstruction is a constructible function, 

叫s,n)=苫O:i]位＼研1)(P),

where]図＼ 正1)(p) is 1 on I_;i ¥汀1,0 elsewhere and ai is the value of the 

Euler obstruction of汀 atany point of I.:i\汀—1. Asai= e(s-i+l,n-i+l). 

Using our formula to calculate ai we have the next corollary. 

Corollary 1.18. In the above setup we have 

叫s,n)=苫 (n:~:1)]_心＼匹— 1) (p). 

Recall that an algebraic cycle on a variety X is a finite formal linear sum 

E叫ふ]where the ni are integers and the Xi are irreducible subvarieties of 

X. Taking X =匹 andremembering that all~i C立 wherei = 1, ... , s 

are irreducible subvarieties and using Theorem 1.15 we get a formula for the 

local Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson cycle of立 denotedby [csm(ゞ）］．
The next result is an interesting property of alternating sums of binomial 

products, whose elements are chosen in the Pascal's triangle in a "V" distri-

bution. This lemma is essential to define the Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson 

cycle. 
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Theorem 1.19. The local Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson cycle of the alge-

braic variety匹 cHom(n,n + k) is 

[csm(四＝苫—l)s-l+i(:=:= n にi+l]

Using this last proposition and by MacPherson definition, we can calculate 

the Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson class of I:8 as follows. 

Theorem 1.20. In the same setting as above, we have that the total Chern-

Schwartz-MacPherson class of I:8 is 

s-1 

ccsM図） =~(一l)s-l+j じ＿ー：＿ー nCCM(炉）

where ccM(X) denotes the total Chern-Mather class of a variety X. 
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